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. " A: Simply: if(FALSE === ($mime =
@mime_content_type($file))) { echo

"Error: Could not guess the mime-type
from the filename."; } else { $extension

= substr(strrchr($file, "."), 1); // Get
extension of filename $extension =
strtolower($extension); // Change

extension to lowercase $mime_types =
array("image/jpeg", "image/png",

"image/gif", "image/bmp",
"application/pdf", "application/msword",

"application/x-pdf", "application/msword",
"application/x-msword");

$extension_regex = '/^[a-z]{3,5}$/i';
if(preg_match($extension_regex,

$extension)) {
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switch($mime_types[$mime]) { case
"image/jpeg": case "image/png": return

true; case "application/pdf": case
"application/msword": case "application/x-
pdf": case "application/x-msword": return
true; } } else { echo "Wrong file type."; }

} Reflection of a direct primary beam
onto a curved mirror in a double confocal
interferometer for high-resolution angular
scattering. The imaging of a large area or
the measuring of a curved surface with a
double-confocal interferometer (DCI) is a

challenging problem, because, in the case
of a large area, the focusing of the direct

primary beam onto the curved mirror
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Black Gouna Black Gouna is a suburb of

Cairo, Egypt. It is located to the
southwest of the capital, on the western
bank of the Nile. Its suburb was formerly
known as Black Islands, a name which no
longer exists. Black Gouna was built on

reclaimed land, and consists of a number
of artificial islands, the largest of which is

the West Island, in which a group of
apartment buildings and hotels are now
located. The West Island is connected by

bridges to the two other islands in the
area, the East Island and the South

Island. The islands are connected to each
other by a number of bridges, including
the Al-Masat Bridge, which connects the

West Island to the East and South Islands,
and the Al-Wateef Bridge, which connects
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the South Island to the East Island. See
also Islands of Cairo References

Category:Suburbs of CairoPhoto Credit
There are a lot of big, fat, ugly dogs out

there, especially terriers. Mito, a disabled
and spayed terrier who lives in Northport,

N.Y., has a good friend in one of them.
Mito’s owner, Mary Ann DePompa, has a

thyroid disorder that causes her weight to
fluctuate. And so does Mito’s. In the

summer she weighs 45 pounds. In the
winter, she weighs around 35. “This

summer, I have put her on a diet, and
brought her to the dog park,” Ms.

DePompa said. Mito, who weighs 1.3
pounds, seems to enjoy herself at the

park, but Ms. DePompa keeps watching
the pounds come off. “Sometimes I will

bring her to the dog park, and my
neighbor will ask if I have lost weight.”

It’s a smart dog, Ms. DePompa said.
“When she sees other dogs at the park,

she will chase them, bark at
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